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FORWARD IN FAITH NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 2016 

 

Resolutions and Mapping 

 

Address by Mrs Anne Gray, Projects Officer to the Bishops of The Society 

 

This week it is exactly two years since the General Synod gave the green light for women 

bishops. As you are no doubt aware, for up to two years afterwards, existing A, B and C parishes 

were to be treated as if they had the new resolution. This was to allow time for PCCs to prepare 

for and vote on this resolution in its own right, so that arrangements could be made for them on 

grounds of theological conviction in accordance with the House of Bishops’ Declaration on the 

Ministry of Bishops and Priests. Now that two years are up, it certainly doesn’t mean that a 

mountain-side door has banged shut behind an elusive Pied Piper – in fact there is no time limit 

for a parish to pass a resolution, and we still expect a steady trickle of parishes to join us – but 

this week does mark a watershed. To put it negatively: from now onwards, if a resolution has not 

been passed, a parish in interregnum, for example, cannot insist on male sacramental ministry or 

a new male incumbent without potentially falling foul of the Equality Act. But to express it 

positively, now there is a significant number of us we can start to look to the future together. 

 

That’s the preamble – so where are we now? As many of you know, much of my role over the 

past ten months has been to help support priests and PCCs contemplating or preparing for a vote 

on the resolution with materials and guidance about how to go about it properly – if they want to. 

I don’t kid myself that I’m anything more than a cog in the system, but it was a good idea of 

Colin Podmore’s to have someone on hand to become a ‘resolution anorak’ – or bore! Seriously, 

however, let’s not forget that every single resolution passed is a tribute to the witness of faithful 

priests and laity either now or in the past to the fullness of the catholic, apostolic faith as 

received. We also owe a huge debt of thanks – and I certainly do in a personal capacity – to the 

unstinting support and patience of Bishops’ Representatives, nearly all of whom are busy parish 

priests who combine this work selflessly with their own parish ministry. Obviously a large 

number of parishes didn’t need any help from us whatsoever, so well done to you – you know 

who you are! – but it is a sobering thought that on a single day last month I contacted three 

priests in resolution A & B parishes who had never heard that there was such a thing as a new 

resolution. I hasten to add that they weren’t Society priests! It just showed that if we hadn’t told 

people, it’s doubtful who else would have done.  

 

Now for the numbers: In 2014 there were a total of 368 Resolution C parishes under the pastoral 

care of our bishops. Well we have lost a few… but we have gained more.  To date there are 412 

parishes which have passed a resolution whose theological conviction calls for pastoral care by a 

Society bishop. We’ll call them ‘our parishes’, as of course that number doesn’t include 

evangelical parishes now under the pastoral care of the Bishop of Maidstone. For those of you 

who like figures, that means an increase of 12% so far ... for which we say, not triumphantly but 

humbly, ‘Thanks be to God!’ 

  

Granted, it isn’t all sweetness and light; we’re not so naïve as to believe that there aren’t a few 

old warriors still emerging from the jungle who don’t realise the war is over… and of course we 

are aware that some of our parishes are still under great pressure from those who would prefer 
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them to disappear. But if you’ll excuse a shift of metaphor from land to sea, I do see and hear of 

signs all around the country that, aided by the compass of the Five Guiding Principles, we are 

sailing away from the battles of the past towards a safe harbour.  But this mustn’t mean we 

become stranded in self-absorption: it enables a refit and re-equip for our real task – that of 

mission. 

 

What of the future? We can become so blasé about numbers that they cease to have any impact; 

so in your mind put these 412 parishes together and picture them in terms of a diocese. Do you 

realise that in terms of the number of parishes this virtual diocese would actually be larger than 

30 of the 42 dioceses in the C of E and more than twice the size of the 9 smallest ones? A 

potential danger of that view is to see ourselves as something separate, whereas in fact there are 

positive signs that we are becoming increasingly less isolated and more a respected, integral part 

of the Church of England with something to offer. One example of that is that staff in the 

Strategy and Development Unit at Church House (the administrative HQ of the C of E for those 

of you not totally immersed in church affairs) are now actively engaged in working with us to 

help our bishops with statistics and mapping. 

 

Why is this so important? So that we have a much better overall picture of our parishes – where 

they are, what kind of places they are and what kind of people they consist of, so that we gain a 

realistic assessment of our strengths and weaknesses. This, in turn, should ensure that our 

bishops are given the best help to plan for growth and mission so that we can move forward 

together.  

 

Statistics can seem dry and dusty, so lest we become too embroiled in them I want to conclude 

with the words of Bishop Jonathan of Ebbsfleet in the latest issue of Together: ‘we can only do it 

with the Grace and power of God. And only when we love God and one another, have we got 

anything to share in mission, whatever kind of mission it is.’ 


